WIIN Act USBR CVP Wide Agenda

Who: Reclamation and CVP-wide Contractors

What: 2nd Public Negotiation Sessions for WIIN Act Contract Conversions

Where: McClellan Conference Center: 5411 Luce Ave, McClellan Park, CA 95652

When: Two consecutive days

- Monday, June 17, 2019, from 9:00AM
- Tuesday, June 18, 2019, from 9:00AM

Why: Continue Negotiations under the Streamlined Contract Conversion Process

How: Open Forum with Public Observers Welcomed

Proposed Agenda

1. Registration
2. Welcome & Introductions
3. Rules for Public Observers
4. Opening Statements
   a. Reclamation
   b. Contractors
5. Negotiations
6. Summary, Action Items & Next Step(s)
7. End Negotiations
8. Open for Public Observers